Based on the di erential action introduced in 12] we extend the action system framework into a hybrid action system framework. Hybrid action systems are to be used in modelling and analysing hybrid systems. The meaning of a hybrid action system is given as an ordinary action system. We also extended the de nition of a parallel composition for action systems to handle the continuous behaviour in the hybrid action system framework.
Introduction
The continuous variables in hybrid systems make the use of interleaving model for parallel composition di cult. The interleaving model is based on the assumption that the e ect of two simultaneous actions is the same as the e ect of two sequential actions. This assumption is not valid in a continuously parallel model. In that model the linear additivity takes place, i.e. the e ect of two simultaneous actions is twice as "big" as the e ect of one action. A simple example of this is an action that disables itself after its execution. In the interleaving model there cannot be two sequential executions of this kind of actions, whereas in the continuously parallel model, there can very well be. Another problem arises, if the actions are allocated time for their performance. In this case the interleaving model returns wrong results concerning the time consumption of two simultaneous actions.
However, the interleaving model is very e ective in its own domain, none time consuming discrete computations. Hence, this model suits well for handling the discrete variables in the hybrid systems.
Previously, action systems have been extended with explicit clock variables when reasoning about real-time systems 9, 10] . The discrete approximations have been used in modelling continuous phenomena in hybrid settings. However, the di erential action introduced in 12] allows us to use the di erential equations directly in capturing the continuous phenomena. This reduces the need for modelling the ticks of the clocks explicitly, which in turn simpli es the reasoning of real-time and hybrid systems.
The approach taken in this paper is to combine both continuous parallelism and interleaving parallelism in the same framework, called hybrid action systems. Hybrid action systems keep the continuous model separate from the discrete model. This allows a meaningful parallel composition for both of the models. If one wants to analyse particularly the hybrid behaviour of a hybrid action system, one has to rst translate it into an ordinary action system. This translation is mechanical and it is based on a very general computational model, an abstraction from the Branicky's uni ed model 5]. An additional advantage of our approach is that it does not impose any further constraints. Therefore, all the existing results for action systems are also applicable.
Overview
In Section 2, we give a quick introduction to action systems. In Section 3, we use the linearity property to show that a linear composition of sets of partially de ned systems of di erential equations is a single set of partially 1 de ned systems of di erential equations. This result is then used in Section 4 for showing that a linear composition of di erential actions returns a set of di erential actions, from which the applied di erential action is chosen nondeterministically. In Section 5, we have a look at a general computational model for the hybrid systems, which is used in Section 6 for de ning a hybrid action system. The meaning of the hybrid behaviour is given as an ordinary action system. In Section 7, we extend the parallel composition to handle the hybrid action systems. Finally, in Section 8 we have a look at various examples, where the goal is to obtain a single action system from many parallelly composed hybrid action systems.
Action Systems
In this section we de ne the actions with the weakest liberal precondition predicate transformer. We also de ne an ordinary action system and give the meaning of the parallel composition for several action systems.
Actions
Action systems, originally proposed by Back and Kurki-Suonio 2], are predicate transformer based systems. Action systems have been applied in modelling reactive and concurrent behaviour, see e.g. 3, 7] . Recently, the action systems framework has also been introduced for reasoning about discrete control systems 11].
An action in action systems is any statement in Dijkstra's guarded command language 8] including the pure guarded commands. The actions are de ned with the weakest precondition predicate transformer wp(A; q) that returns the weakest precondition, from which the action A terminates and establishes the postcondition q. The termination of an action is also given by the weakest precondition as tA = wp(A; true) An action is said to be enabled, when its guard condition is not false. The guard condition is given by gA = :wp(A; false)
The semantics for the actions can also be de ned with the weakest liberal precondition (wlp). This is chosen here, because in reactive systems nontermination is often considered as correct behaviour. The relation between the weakest liberal precondition and the weakest precondition is given by Dijkstra 8] All the local variables are initialized by the action I. Because no preference is given to any of the variables, the initialization may not refer to any uninitialized variable. For example, an initialization a; b := b+3; a+4 , where fa;bg 2 x, would be unde ned, since the values of the variables themselves are unde ned before the initialization. Executionally, all the action systems are assumed to be synchronized within the initialization step. This becomes apparent later, when the parallel composition for action system is de ned.
After the initialization, the actions A 1 ... A m are repeatedly executed when enabled. The selection of an enabled action for execution is nondeterministic. There are no assumptions about fairness in the selection of actions. The execution of an action is always atomic, which ensures that during the execution the values of the variables remain the same unless the action itself changes them. If two enabled actions refer to disjoint variables, their execution can be in any order or in parallel. Hence, this models parallelism by interleaving.
The The parallel composition combines the state spaces of the two action systems, merging the global variables and keeping the local variables distinct.
Those imported global variables in z w, that are de ned in either of the actions system, i.e. (x y), are removed from the import list. In this sense, these global variables are associated with a unique meaning, and thus become local.
The behaviour of the parallel composition depends on how the individual action systems, the reactive components, interact with each other via the global variables that they reference. For instance, a reactive component does not terminate by itself. The termination is a global property of the composed action system 1].
Since the initialization actions are well de ned, and non-deterministic choice between actions is both associative and commutative, the parallel composition is also associative and commutative. Therefore, the meaning of several parallelly composed action systems can be unfolded in any order without a ecting the result.
Systems of Di erential Equations
In this section we start by clarifying, how a linear composition of partial functions is obtained. We then have a look at the notation of a partially de ned system of di erential equations. The linear composition is applied to show that linearily composed partially de ned systems of di erential equations is actually a set of partially de ned systems of di erential equations. This result is generalized into linear composition of sets of partially de ned systems of di erential equations.
Linear composition
Let X denote a vector of variables (x 1 ; : : :; x n ), and d:X denote the domain of X . Let f(X) and g(X) be partial functions. The linear composition of these functions is a set of partial functions
The linear composition is both associative and commutative. It di ers from the ordinary summation in the sense, that it is de ned in the whole range of d:f d:g , whereas the summation is de ned only in the range d:f \ d:g .
From here on, all the functions are assumed to be piecewise continuous partial functions. The total functions can be seen as partial functions, for which the domain is total. X denote the rst derivate of X, that is ( _ x 1 ; : : :; _ x n ). Now, a partially de ned system of di erential equations, in short a system, is written as
Note, that the number of the functions in the vector F equals to the number of the variables in the vector X.
Linear composition of systems
Similarly to F(X), let G(X) be a vector of functions de ned in the domain d:g . Now, a linearily composed system of both F(X) and G(X) is written as _ X = F(X) + G(X) (2) Based on the linear composition of functions (1), the system (2) is actually a set of systems written as The variables z remaining constant, that is _ z = 0, are not explicitly expressed in a di erential action. Therefore, the linear composition of systems is also applicable in the di erential action notation. X 2 e \ i
An Example

Computational Model
Computationally, a hybrid system starts from some initial state and iterates between continuous evolution and discrete changes of the values of the variables in the system. Thus, a hybrid system is basically a set of partially de ned piecewise continuous functions. This can also seen as an abstraction from the Branicky's uni ed model presented in 5].
Assuming that the initial state Init is known, the cause for the discrete change D is known as gD, and the boundary for the continuous evolution is also known as E, the computational model for a hybrid system is represented as a sequence of actions 
! D od
In this model, the continuous evolution proceeds up to a point where the discrete change becomes enabled. After the discrete change, the continuous evolution continuous, provided that the boundary condition E still holds. This interaction is then repeated. 8 
Extremes
If the discrete change in the model does not disable itself, wp(D; :gD) = false, the hybrid system possesses no continuous evolution nor a termination after the discrete change becomes enabled. In other words, the state of the system becomes unde ned.
If from some point on the continuous evolution takes a direction, from which neither the boundary is reached, nor the condition for any discrete change, that is wlp( _ X = F inv E^:gD; false) = true, the system never terminates, but the behaviour is bounded by the boundary expression excluding the discrete points, where the discrete change may occur. In this case, the system becomes stable with respect to the boundary expression.
If at some point the boundary for the system de ned by the E is exceeded and no discrete change is enabled, the system terminates.
Hybrid Action System
We extend the action system framework given in section 2.2 into a hybrid action system framework, where the continuous evolution is separated from the discrete changes. The hybrid system framework is de ned as 
Parallel Composition
Because the action systems model discrete systems, the interleaving model for parallelism is su cient. However, with continuous variables the interleaving model is inadequate. Most fundamental reason is the fact that in any interval, there is an in nite number of sequential values. Therefore, an interval cannot be "stepped" through value by value with full coverage.
To overcome this problem, we need to extend the parallel operator so, that it composes linearily the continuous behaviour, but keeps the parallelism interleaving for the discrete behaviour. In this way, we can make use of the existing results for the action systems also in hybrid action systems. Since both interleaving composition and linear composition are associative and commutative, this extended parallel composition is also associative and commutative. This means that the composition of several hybrid action systems can be unfolded in any order without a ecting the result. Moreover, this extension allows composing both action systems and hybrid action system parallelly.
Examples
In this section, we have a look at three examples. The rst example, water tank, is a completely continuous system. The second example, train, includes both discrete and continuous behaviour. The third example, llers, illustrates the e ect of composing parallelly the same continuous component several times.
Each of these examples contain a stepwise transformation from several parallelly composed (hybrid) action systems into a single action system. It should be noted that any of the obtained action systems do not possess any complicated structures that would make the further analysis particularly di cult.
Water Tank
Water tank is a system, where a leaking container is being lled. Both leaking and lling are continuous processes within the physical limitations of the tank. In the following, we derive an action system model by using hybrid action systems to describe the di erent characteristics of the water tank system.
Tank
We de ne the tank as an action system containing the water level variable. The tank itself has no behaviour whatsoever. 
Water tank
The water tank is now a parallel composition of all these three characteristics.
WTank b = Tank k Fill k Leak
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Obtaining an action system
We can unfold the meaning of the water tank into an action system. We start by unfolding the parallel compositions to obtain a single hybrid action system. 
WTank
Travelling Train
In the following we develop an action system modelling a travelling train. We use several hybrid action systems to describe the phases during the travelling and the parallel composition to combine these phases into one hybrid action system. This example di ers from the water tank example in the way that the phases are not overlapping. Hence, the resulting action system has no overlapping behaviour whatsoever.
Train First, we de ne an action system that contains the variables needed in the model. These variables l, v, and st represent the location, the velocity, and the status of the travelling train. The train can either be still, accelerating, travelling with constant velocity, or decelerating. These are captured in the type of the status variable st. Initially, the train is standing by in the beginning location, b. 
Departure
The train starts to departure whenever it is in the beginning location standing by. This is modeled by an action that sets the status of the train to acceleration. The constant acceleration of train is modelled as a system of di erential equations. l < e, from which it can decelerate its velocity down to a full stop precisely at the destination location e, the status of the train is set to deceleration. The deceleration is nished, 13 when the destination location is reached. Then, the status of the train is set to still. The deceleration is modelled as a system of di erential equations. 
Fillers
In this example, we quickly explore the e ect of having several similar continuous components acting in parallel. In the interleaving model, this would cause no e ect at all. However, in the continuous parallelism, this makes a big di erence, as we shall see.
The following is an example of having several llers lling a container simultaneously. The lling process ends, when the container is full.
Container
We de ne the container as an action system containing the liquid level variable. In the beginning the container is empty 
Conclusions
The hybrid action systems framework was extended from the action systems framework based on the general computational model for hybrid systems. The parallel composition was extended for the use of hybrid action systems. This extension was based on the mathematical properties of the linear composition. Since the use of hybrid action systems and the extended parallel composition does not impose any further constraints, all the existing results for action systems are directly usable.
The analysis of the hybrid behaviour in a hybrid action system is obtained by translating it into an ordinary action system. As shown, this translation is mechanical.
The examples presented in this paper show how the parallel composition of hybrid action systems work also when some of the components are ordinary action systems.
